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Introduction and Aim of these Studies

• Halo particles contribute very little to the luminosity but may instead be a 
major source of background and radiation.

• Even if most of the halo will be stopped by collimators, the secondary muon 
background may still be significant.

• Halo and tail considerations are needed for design studies to allow to estimate 
and minimise any potential performance limitations from this source

           ➽        Generic halo&tail generation package HTGEN

Provide simple (semi) analytic estimates + package with code and interface for 
detailed tracking with samples and application to CLIC  (+ ILC within 
EuroTeV)

CLIC :   htgen as standard component of PLACET
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Halo sources

• Particle processes
Beam Gas elastic scattering, multiple scattering
Beam Gas inelastic scattering, Bremsstrahlung
Scattering off thermal photons
Intrabeam scattering

Synchrotron radiation
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• Various
noise and vibrations
dark currents
wakefields
spoiler scattering

important at low energies and in particular in the damping ring. 
currently outside the scope of this study

• Optics related
mismatch
coupling
dispersion
non-linearities

recently upgraded and implemented in GEANT4

H.B. CLIC-Note-709 EUROTeV-Report-2007-018, 8 June 2007



Main particle processes with estimates 
for CLIC
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Beam Gas estimates based on

LINAC section     10 nTorr  CO at room temperature (300 K)

BDS      section     10 nTorr  CO  at room temperature (300 K)

CLIC parameters based on   clictable2007.html
21 km long Linac and 2.75 km long BDS

http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html
http://clic-meeting.web.cern.ch/clic-meeting/clictable2007.html


Beam gas elastic scattering
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Abstract

Halo simulations and estimates are important for the de-

sign of future linear accelerators. We describe the main

processes with analytic estimates and present our generic

simulations in application to the ILC.

INTRODUCTION

Halo particles contribute very little to the luminosity but

may instead be a major source of background and radia-

tion [1]. Even if most of the halo will be stopped by colli-

mators, the secondary muon background may still be sig-

nificant [2, 3].

We study halo production with detailed simulations, to

accompany the design studies for future linear colliders

such that any performance limitations due to halo and tails

can be minimised [4].

We calculate and simulate particle scattering and radia-

tion processes. Core particles can significantly increase in

amplitude and become halo particles by the following pro-

cesses :

• Beam Gas elastic scattering, multiple scattering

• Beam Gas inelastic scattering, Bremsstrahlung

• Scattering off thermal photons

• Intrabeam scattering

• Synchrotron radiation

Experimental evidence for the importance of particle scat-

tering processes in the production of halo particles was ob-

served storage rings [5].

Intrabeam scattering is important at low energies and in

particular in the damping ring. The simulation of this pro-

cesses is currently outside the scope of this study.

In addition to particle scattering processes, optics re-

lated effects like mismatch, coupling, dispersion and non-

linearities can enhance the beam halo. This is studied by

combining the halo generation with detailed tracking pro-

grams and also allows to study the effect of wake fields,

alignment and ground motion on the core and halo of the

beam. We currently provide interfaces between our halo

generation by particle processes and the optics tracking

programs like PLACET [6] and MERLIN [7]. Synchrotron

radiation is included in the tracking programs and has re-

cently been further optimised [8].

! now at CERN

The Monte Carlo halo generator code for the particle

scattering processes is provided as program package HT-

GEN [9]. The package includes documentation, installa-

tion instructions, standalone test procedures for each pro-

cess as well as interface routines for the PLACET and

MERLIN programs.

In the following, we will look closer into the use and ap-

plication of the halo generation package. For the illustra-

tion and estimates, we will concentrate here on the LINAC

and BDS sections of the ILC and refer to [4] for CLIC.

MAIN PROCESSES

Elastic scattering

In the elastic process of Mott scattering, the incident

beam particle is deflected by the Coulomb potential of the

particles in the residual gas. Elastic scattering changes the

direction of the beam particle while its energy is not af-

fected. Elastic scattering can lead to large betatron ampli-

tudes and loss of particles at collimators or any other aper-

ture restriction.

The angular distribution of the scattered electron is given

by [10]
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Note that # is here the velocity in units of the speed of light.
For a simple estimate, we use # = 1 and 1 " cos " # "2/2
and see that the angular distribution is dominated by the

Coulomb term 16/"4.

The total cross section is obtained by integration over

the solid angle. Relevant for halo production are scattering

angles which exceed the beam divergence, or roughly

"min =
!

$/#y =
!
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where $N = % $ is the normalized vertical emittance and
#y the local vertical beta function. Using the same approx-

imations as above, we get as a simple estimate for the in-

tegrated elastic cross section as a function of the minimum

scattering angle

!el =
4& Z2 r2

e

%2 "2
min

, (3)

where Z is the charge of the nucleus, re the charge of the

nucleus and % the Lorentz factor E/mc2 of the electron.

Using Eq. 2 we can rewrite the cross section in terms of the

angular distribution
divergent for ϑ ➝  0

only relevant for halo if larger than 
beam-divergence
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tion instructions, standalone test procedures for each pro-

cess as well as interface routines for the PLACET and

MERLIN programs.

In the following, we will look closer into the use and ap-

plication of the halo generation package. For the illustra-

tion and estimates, we will concentrate here on the LINAC

and BDS sections of the ILC and refer to [4] for CLIC.

MAIN PROCESSES

Elastic scattering

In the elastic process of Mott scattering, the incident

beam particle is deflected by the Coulomb potential of the

particles in the residual gas. Elastic scattering changes the

direction of the beam particle while its energy is not af-
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where Z is the charge of the nucleus, re the classical elec-

tron radius and " the Lorentz factorE/mc2 of the electron.
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Using Eq. 2 we can rewrite the cross section in terms of the

normalized emittances [11] as
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tering processes in the production of halo particles was ob-

served storage rings [5].

Intrabeam scattering is important at low energies and in

particular in the damping ring. The simulation of this pro-

cesses is currently outside the scope of this study.

In addition to particle scattering processes, optics re-

lated effects like mismatch, coupling, dispersion and non-

linearities can enhance the beam halo. This is studied by

combining the halo generation with detailed tracking pro-

grams and also allows to study the effect of wake fields,

alignment and ground motion on the core and halo of the

beam. We currently provide interfaces between our halo

generation by particle processes and the optics tracking

programs like PLACET [6] and MERLIN [7]. Synchrotron

radiation is included in the tracking programs and has re-

cently been further optimised [8].

! now at CERN

The Monte Carlo halo generator code for the particle

scattering processes is provided as program package HT-

GEN [9]. The package includes documentation, installa-

tion instructions, standalone test procedures for each pro-

cess as well as interface routines for the PLACET and

MERLIN programs.

In the following, we will look closer into the use and ap-

plication of the halo generation package. For the illustra-

tion and estimates, we will concentrate here on the LINAC

and BDS sections of the ILC and refer to [4] for CLIC.

MAIN PROCESSES

Elastic scattering

In the elastic process of Mott scattering, the incident

beam particle is deflected by the Coulomb potential of the

particles in the residual gas. Elastic scattering changes the

direction of the beam particle while its energy is not af-

fected. Elastic scattering can lead to large betatron ampli-

tudes and loss of particles at collimators or any other aper-

ture restriction.

The angular distribution of the scattered electron is given

by [10]
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Note that # is here the velocity in units of the speed of light.
For a simple estimate, we use # = 1 and 1 " cos " # "2/2
and see that the angular distribution is dominated by the

Coulomb term 16/"4.

The total cross section is obtained by integration over

the solid angle. Relevant for halo production are scattering

angles which exceed the beam divergence, or roughly
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where Z is the charge of the nucleus, re the charge of the

nucleus and % the Lorentz factor E/mc2 of the electron.

Using Eq. 2 we can rewrite the cross section in terms of the
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where Z is the charge of the nucleus, re the charge of the

nucleus and % the Lorentz factor E/mc2 of the electron.

Using Eq. 2 we can rewrite the cross section in terms of the

0-order, somewhat conservative analytical estimate  :
using constant  εN = 5 nm  (beginning of LINAC most important for halo production)
and βy = 100 m
θmin = 5.3×10-8 at 9 GeV, 4.1×10-9 at 1500 GeV
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where Z is the charge of the nucleus, re the charge of the

nucleus and % the Lorentz factor E/mc2 of the electron.

Using Eq. 2 we can rewrite the cross section in terms of the
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At constant normalized emittance, the elastic cross section

scales inversely with tbe energy.

Inelastic scattering

At high energy, the dominating process relevant for en-

ergy loss or inelastic scattering is Bremsstrahlung in which

the incident electron interacts with the field of the nucleus

and radiates photons. The energy spectrum is rather broad

and can be approximately written as
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where k is the photon energy in units of the beam energy,
NA the Avogadro constant, X0 and A are the the radia-

tion length and the mass of the material. Integration over k
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The cross section does not vary with energy at fixed kmin.

For k = kmin = 0.01 the inelastic cross section is 0.375
Barn per Helium Atom and 6.510Barn for N2 for the sum

of the two nuclei.The angular cross section is given by:
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Scattering off thermal photons

Even for a perfect vacuum, the beam pipe will be ”filled”

with thermal photons. The photon density scales with the

absolute temperatureT as T 3 and reaches '! = 5.32#1014

at room temperature. The cross section for scattering off

thermal photons is close to the Thomson cross section

!T = 8"
3

r2
e = 0.665 Barn. From the product of cross sec-

tion and photon density we obtain a scattering probability

of 3.5 # 10!14/m and electron at room temperature. The

mean energy loss scales about linearly with the energy of

the electron and reaches 5.3% at 250 GeV and 75% of the

electrons will loose at least 1% of their energy (and 18%

more than 10%) in this scattering. Details of the simula-

tion of this process are described in [12].

DISCUSSION FOR THE ILC

We use the lattice and nominal beam parameters of the

ILC as described in the latest (March 2007) baseline con-

figuration document [13].

The beam gas estimates in the BDS section were per-

formed for nitrogen at room temperature at a pressure of

50 nTorr. For the LINAC section we use Helium at 2 Kelvin

and 10 nTorr.

Table 1: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scatter-

ing with scattering angles above 1 ! of the beam divergence
calculated for a constant normalized emittance of 20 nm at

#y = 100 m. ' is the density of He atoms or nitrogen
molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per elec-

tron and meter.

Location E Gas ! "el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 5 He 4.8 ! 1016 2.0 ! 106 9.9 ! 10!6

LINAC 250 He 4.8 ! 1016 3.8 ! 104 1.8 ! 10!7

BDS 250 N2 1.6 ! 1015 4.6 ! 105 1.5 ! 10!7

The results of simple analytic estimates for elastic scat-

tering are presented in Table 1. The scattering probabilities

at the end of the LINAC and in the BDS per unit length are

similar. The probability for elastic scattering at the begin-

ning of the LINAC is about 50 times higher. By integration

over the LINAC we find that an electron has a probability

of about 9# 10!3 to undergo elastic scattering with an an-

gle of at least the beam divergence. Only a fraction of these

will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.

To get a very rough analytic estimate of the probability

for particle loss by elastic scattering we have also calcu-

lated the probabilities for scattering at angles exceeding 30

times the vertical beam divergence. The probability inte-

grated over the LINAC is about 10!5. Integrated over the

BDS we get a probability of about 5 # 10!7.

Figure 1: Tracking example for the ILC. Horizontal (top)

and vertical (bott) beam positions as function of the longi-

tudinal coordinate s in the BDS. Halo particles are shown
in black and core beam particles in red.

The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional

energy loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 # 10!12/m in the

LINAC and rather similar, 1.0#10!12m in the BDS. Sum-

ming up LINAC and BDS, we get a probability for inelastic

scattering of 2.3 # 10!8. The probability of thermal scat-

tering is still much smaller, about 9 # 10!11 for the BDS

scaling as  1/γ   or   1/energy
beginning of LINAC important

CLIC estimate.    P = probability / m  for scattering > 1 σ  divergence 

Probability  80x higher beginning of LINAC at 9 GeV compared to end at 1.5 TeV
and BDS.   Integrated over length :
total LINAC Prob.  P = 1.16×10-3   ,   BDS  P = 6.0×10-5  together 1.2×10-3 at 1σ
total LINAC Prob.  P = 1.29×10-6   ,   BDS  P = 6.7×10-8  together 1.4×10-6 at 30 σ (loss)

Table 1: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scattering with scattering angles above 1 ! of the
beam divergence for a constant normalized emittance of 20 nm at "y = 100 m. # is the density of He
atoms or nitrogen molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per electron and meter.

Location E Gas # !el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 5 He 4.8 ! 1016 2.0 ! 106 9.9 ! 10!6

LINAC 250 He 4.8 ! 1016 3.8 ! 104 1.8 ! 10!7

BDS 250 N2 1.6 ! 1015 4.6 ! 105 1.5 ! 10!7

5.2 applied to CLIC

Done on October 2007 for the clic07 workshop.

Basic CLIC parameters. CLIC-Study/intro.html, has still 30 GHz 150 MV/m in October 2007.

Rather take clictable2007.html column WDS120 or see JPDelahaye talk CLIC07 JPD.pdf with in

particular p. 43. Main beam - 1A, 156 ns, Linac from 9GeV to 1.5 TeV, gradient 100ṀV/m, using

12GHz - 64MW acceleration. Uses a boster linac at 2GHz to 9GeV before injection into the main

Linac. Drive beam, 95A, 240 ns, from 2.4GeV to 0.240 GeV. 2.75 km of BDS, 21 km of LINAC.

Table 2: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scattering with scattering angles above 1 ! of the
beam divergence for a constant normalized emittance of 10 nm at "y = 100 m. # is the density of
CO molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per electron and meter.

Location E Gas # !el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 9 CO 3.2 ! 1014 2.7 ! 107 8.9 ! 10!7

BDS 1500 CO 3.2 ! 1014 1.7 ! 105 1.1 ! 10!8

5.3 Halo in DESY XFEL

See XFEL TDR. As single local file here. The XFEL layout is sketched in Fig. 4.4.1 on page 81

(page 107 in pdf). Background from dark currents is mentioned on p. 76 (102 in pdf).

First halo collimation is foreseen already after the gun, see p. 21 (47 in pdf).

Post linac collimation see p. 93 (93 in pdf).

very good vacuum like 10!11 mbar is required in some sections like the undulator.

6 htgen code

Documentation on how to work with the code is on the web, see HTGEN.html and linked to the

EuroTeV WP6.

There were installation instructions from Lionel. Updated and largely enhanced myself in Octo-

ber 2007. In addition to the installation instructions there are now examples and FAQ.

Running TestProcess with mott or brem as argument gives cross sections and root files for plot-

ting.

They can be plotted by running root, see plotxsecvstheta.C, see Fig. 1
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energy fraction k going to photon

At constant normalized emittance, the elastic cross section

scales inversely with energy.

Inelastic scattering

At high energy, the dominating process relevant for en-

ergy loss or inelastic scattering is Bremsstrahlung in which

the incident electron interacts with the field of the residual

gas nucleus and radiates photons. The energy spectrum is

rather broad and can be approximately written as
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where k is the photon energy in units of the beam energy,
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The cross section does not vary with energy at fixed kmin.

For k = kmin = 0.01 the inelastic cross section is 0.375
Barn per Helium Atom and 6.510Barn for N2 for the sum

of the two nuclei. The angular cross section is given by
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Scattering off thermal photons

Even for a perfect vacuum, the beam pipe will be ”filled”

with thermal photons. The photon density scales with the

absolute temperature T as T 3 and reaches $! = 5.32 #

1014 m!3 at room temperature. The cross section for scat-

tering off thermal photons is close to the Thomson cross

section !T = 8"
3

r2
e = 0.665 Barn. From the product

of cross section and photon density we obtain a scattering

probability of 3.5#10!14/m and electron at room temper-

ature. The mean energy loss scales about linearly with the

energy of the electron and reaches 5.3% at 250 GeV and

75% of the electrons will loose at least 1% of their energy

(and 18% more than 10%) in this scattering. Details of the

simulation of this process are described in [12].

DISCUSSION FOR THE ILC

We use the lattice and nominal beam parameters of the

ILC as described in the latest (March 2007) baseline con-

figuration document [13].

The beam gas estimates in the BDS section were per-

formed for nitrogen at room temperature at a pressure of

50 nTorr. For the LINAC section we use Helium at 2 Kelvin

and 10 nTorr.

The results of simple analytic estimates for elastic scat-

tering are presented in Table 1. The scattering probabilities

at the end of the LINAC and in the BDS per unit length are

similar. The probability for elastic scattering at the begin-

ning of the LINAC is about 50 times higher. By integration

Table 1: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scatter-

ing with scattering angles above 1 ! of the beam divergence
calculated for a constant normalized emittance of 20 nm at

%y = 100 m. $ is the density of He atoms or nitrogen
molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per elec-

tron and meter.

Location E Gas ! "el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 5 He 4.8 ! 1016 2.0 ! 106 9.9 ! 10!6

LINAC 250 He 4.8 ! 1016 3.8 ! 104 1.8 ! 10!7

BDS 250 N2 1.6 ! 1015 4.6 ! 105 1.5 ! 10!7

over the LINAC we find that an electron has a probability

of about 9# 10!3 to undergo elastic scattering with an an-

gle of at least the beam divergence. Only a fraction of these

will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.

To get a very rough analytic estimate of the probability

for particle loss by elastic scattering we have also calcu-

lated the probabilities for scattering at angles exceeding 30

times the vertical beam divergence. The probability inte-

grated over the LINAC is about 10!5. Integrated over the

BDS we get a probability of about 5 # 10!7.

Figure 1: Tracking example for the ILC. Horizontal (top)

and vertical (bott) beam positions as function of the longi-

tudinal coordinate s in the BDS. Halo particles are shown
in black and core beam particles in red.

The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional

energy loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 # 10!12/m in the

LINAC and rather similar, 1.0#10!12m in the BDS. Sum-

ming up LINAC and BDS, we get a probability for inelastic

scattering of 2.3 # 10!8. The probability of thermal scat-

tering is still much smaller, about 9 # 10!11 for the BDS

and completely negligible for the (cold) LINAC.

More detailed information is obtained from the simula-

tion. Figs 1 and 2 illustrate the results of our tracking stud-

ies performed for the ILC using PLACET. In the simula-

tion, the beam gas pressure and apertures can be separately

At constant normalized emittance, the elastic cross section

scales inversely with energy.

Inelastic scattering

At high energy, the dominating process relevant for en-

ergy loss or inelastic scattering is Bremsstrahlung in which

the incident electron interacts with the field of the residual

gas nucleus and radiates photons. The energy spectrum is
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The cross section does not vary with energy at fixed kmin.

For k = kmin = 0.01 the inelastic cross section is 0.375
Barn per Helium Atom and 6.510Barn for N2 for the sum

of the two nuclei. The angular cross section is given by
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Scattering off thermal photons

Even for a perfect vacuum, the beam pipe will be ”filled”

with thermal photons. The photon density scales with the

absolute temperature T as T 3 and reaches $! = 5.32 #

1014 m!3 at room temperature. The cross section for scat-

tering off thermal photons is close to the Thomson cross

section !T = 8"
3

r2
e = 0.665 Barn. From the product

of cross section and photon density we obtain a scattering

probability of 3.5#10!14/m and electron at room temper-

ature. The mean energy loss scales about linearly with the

energy of the electron and reaches 5.3% at 250 GeV and

75% of the electrons will loose at least 1% of their energy

(and 18% more than 10%) in this scattering. Details of the

simulation of this process are described in [12].

DISCUSSION FOR THE ILC

We use the lattice and nominal beam parameters of the

ILC as described in the latest (March 2007) baseline con-

figuration document [13].

The beam gas estimates in the BDS section were per-

formed for nitrogen at room temperature at a pressure of

50 nTorr. For the LINAC section we use Helium at 2 Kelvin

and 10 nTorr.

The results of simple analytic estimates for elastic scat-

tering are presented in Table 1. The scattering probabilities

at the end of the LINAC and in the BDS per unit length are

similar. The probability for elastic scattering at the begin-

ning of the LINAC is about 50 times higher. By integration

Table 1: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scatter-

ing with scattering angles above 1 ! of the beam divergence
calculated for a constant normalized emittance of 20 nm at

%y = 100 m. $ is the density of He atoms or nitrogen
molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per elec-

tron and meter.

Location E Gas ! "el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 5 He 4.8 ! 1016 2.0 ! 106 9.9 ! 10!6

LINAC 250 He 4.8 ! 1016 3.8 ! 104 1.8 ! 10!7

BDS 250 N2 1.6 ! 1015 4.6 ! 105 1.5 ! 10!7

over the LINAC we find that an electron has a probability

of about 9# 10!3 to undergo elastic scattering with an an-

gle of at least the beam divergence. Only a fraction of these

will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.

To get a very rough analytic estimate of the probability

for particle loss by elastic scattering we have also calcu-

lated the probabilities for scattering at angles exceeding 30

times the vertical beam divergence. The probability inte-

grated over the LINAC is about 10!5. Integrated over the

BDS we get a probability of about 5 # 10!7.

Figure 1: Tracking example for the ILC. Horizontal (top)

and vertical (bott) beam positions as function of the longi-

tudinal coordinate s in the BDS. Halo particles are shown
in black and core beam particles in red.

The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional

energy loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 # 10!12/m in the

LINAC and rather similar, 1.0#10!12m in the BDS. Sum-

ming up LINAC and BDS, we get a probability for inelastic

scattering of 2.3 # 10!8. The probability of thermal scat-

tering is still much smaller, about 9 # 10!11 for the BDS

and completely negligible for the (cold) LINAC.

More detailed information is obtained from the simula-

tion. Figs 1 and 2 illustrate the results of our tracking stud-

ies performed for the ILC using PLACET. In the simula-

tion, the beam gas pressure and apertures can be separately
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The cross section does not vary with energy at fixed kmin.
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Scattering off thermal photons

Even for a perfect vacuum, the beam pipe will be ”filled”

with thermal photons. The photon density scales with the

absolute temperature T as T 3 and reaches $! = 5.32 #

1014 m!3 at room temperature. The cross section for scat-

tering off thermal photons is close to the Thomson cross

section !T = 8"
3

r2
e = 0.665 Barn. From the product

of cross section and photon density we obtain a scattering

probability of 3.5#10!14/m and electron at room temper-

ature. The mean energy loss scales about linearly with the

energy of the electron and reaches 5.3% at 250 GeV and

75% of the electrons will loose at least 1% of their energy

(and 18% more than 10%) in this scattering. Details of the

simulation of this process are described in [12].

DISCUSSION FOR THE ILC

We use the lattice and nominal beam parameters of the

ILC as described in the latest (March 2007) baseline con-

figuration document [13].

The beam gas estimates in the BDS section were per-

formed for nitrogen at room temperature at a pressure of

50 nTorr. For the LINAC section we use Helium at 2 Kelvin

and 10 nTorr.

The results of simple analytic estimates for elastic scat-

tering are presented in Table 1. The scattering probabilities

at the end of the LINAC and in the BDS per unit length are

similar. The probability for elastic scattering at the begin-

ning of the LINAC is about 50 times higher. By integration

Table 1: Analytical estimates for elastic beam-gas scatter-

ing with scattering angles above 1 ! of the beam divergence
calculated for a constant normalized emittance of 20 nm at

%y = 100 m. $ is the density of He atoms or nitrogen
molecules perm3 and P the scattering probability per elec-

tron and meter.

Location E Gas ! "el P
GeV m!3 Barn m!1

LINAC 5 He 4.8 ! 1016 2.0 ! 106 9.9 ! 10!6

LINAC 250 He 4.8 ! 1016 3.8 ! 104 1.8 ! 10!7

BDS 250 N2 1.6 ! 1015 4.6 ! 105 1.5 ! 10!7

over the LINAC we find that an electron has a probability

of about 9# 10!3 to undergo elastic scattering with an an-

gle of at least the beam divergence. Only a fraction of these

will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.

To get a very rough analytic estimate of the probability

for particle loss by elastic scattering we have also calcu-

lated the probabilities for scattering at angles exceeding 30

times the vertical beam divergence. The probability inte-

grated over the LINAC is about 10!5. Integrated over the

BDS we get a probability of about 5 # 10!7.

Figure 1: Tracking example for the ILC. Horizontal (top)

and vertical (bott) beam positions as function of the longi-

tudinal coordinate s in the BDS. Halo particles are shown
in black and core beam particles in red.

The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional

energy loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 # 10!12/m in the

LINAC and rather similar, 1.0#10!12m in the BDS. Sum-

ming up LINAC and BDS, we get a probability for inelastic

scattering of 2.3 # 10!8. The probability of thermal scat-

tering is still much smaller, about 9 # 10!11 for the BDS

and completely negligible for the (cold) LINAC.

More detailed information is obtained from the simula-

tion. Figs 1 and 2 illustrate the results of our tracking stud-

ies performed for the ILC using PLACET. In the simula-

tion, the beam gas pressure and apertures can be separately

integrated for k > 1%, no E dependence
σ = 6.609 Barn for N2

Probability:       2.1×10-13/m
summing up over both LINAC and BDS   :  P = 5.0×10-9/m

fully included in current HTGEN, minor contribution for CLIC

Rough estimate for the ILC at 250 GeV. Cross section is 0.89051479 !T = 0.59241151 Barn. A
fraction of 0.6065 of these looses more than 2% of the energy. Compared to the Thomson estimate

we are lower by a factor of 0.89051479! 0.6065 = 0.540097 resulting in a scattering probability of
P = 1.91 ! 10!14/m3 for 2% loss.

CLIC at 1500GeV. Cross section is 0.63085353 !T = 0.41967286 Barn. A fraction of 0.8611
of these looses more than 2% of the energy. Compared to the Thomson estimate we are lower by a

factor of 0.63085353!0.8611 = 0.5432 resulting in a scattering probability of P = 1.92!10!14/m3

for 2% loss. For the full 2.72 km of BDS

5.4 Halo in DESY XFEL

See XFEL TDR. As single local file here. The XFEL layout is sketched in Fig. 4.4.1 on page 81

(page 107 in pdf). Background from dark currents is mentioned on p. 76 (102 in pdf).

First halo collimation is foreseen already after the gun, see p. 21 (47 in pdf).

Post linac collimation see p. 93 (93 in pdf).

very good vacuum like 10!11 mbar is required in some sections like the undulator.

6 htgen code

Documentation on how to work with the code is on the web, see HTGEN.html and linked to the

EuroTeV WP6.

There were installation instructions from Lionel. Updated and largely enhanced myself in Octo-

ber 2007. In addition to the installation instructions there are now examples and FAQ.

Running TestProcess with mott or brem as argument gives cross sections and root files for plot-

ting. For plotting with root see plotxsecvstheta.C
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Detailed tracking
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• HTGEN runs standalone or interfaced to detailed tracking programs

• interfaces to PLACET and MERLIN are available from the htgen website

                               

• tails  enhancement / production / folding   related to optics  

   mismatch, coupling, dispersion, non-linearities

• synchrotron radiation,   included in tracking programs

• detailed loss maps and distributions

• follow up of secondary particles

allows to study



Rough particle flux estimate on spoilers and secondary muons

9

4×109 e/bunch
   311 bunches

1.24×1012   e/train  

   2 × 10-4    fraction hitting spoilers,  HTGEN tracking old lattice, to be confirmed

2.4×108 e/train     on spoilers

~  9 × 10-4    fraction resulting in secondary muons (without tunnel fillers)

~  2×105  muons / train   end of BDS

depending critically on vacuum and spoiler layout
to be verified by detailed simulation



HTGEN - generic halo & tail generation package

10

fully we based     http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/HTGEN.html

with general description, list of processess, links and references

recently completed, updated and expanded.  Contains

• HTGEN - package.  Runs standalone for (semi) analytic estimates and provides 
libraries with interfaces

• PLACET-HTGEN.   Detailed tracking code placet with htgen fully integrated as 
standard option

                             main htgen page with links to 

Installation

Examples

Frequently Asked Questions

Short part on next slides. For details see web version

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/HTGEN.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/HTGEN.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Examples.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Examples.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/FAQ.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/FAQ.html


Installation, htgen
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Installation

htgen is hosted on a CERN Savannah server. You can browse the latest source code here. 

htgen currently needs CLHEP.
Optionally, there are histogramming tools which need ROOT.
For placet+htgen you will also need tcl and gsl libraries. These are all open software libraries which can easily be found on the web and installed on
popular linux / unix platforms including macosx.

It is planned to also provide a minimal version of htgen which does not need any extra libraries and still provides global analytic estimates of the
flux of halo particles with sample input for the ILC and CLIC.

The interface with placet is on the placet server (mainly in background.cc , .h ) which can be found here

Instructions

a) if your shell is csh or tcsh
setenv CVS_RSH ssh
  getting the code using anonymous checkout should always work with
cvs -d :pserver:anonymous@isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/htgen checkout htgen
  htgen is only about 2 MBytes so that you can still do this rather quickly using a modem at home. 
  If you are a registered CERN user you can also checkout with your password via
cvs -d :ext:isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/htgen checkout htgen
  You can also download the tarball file from the cern savannah server (outside CERN)
  The very first time or after system changes, you should go then to the htgen directory and run through the setup
cd htgen
sh setup.sh
  and supply the information needed to find the extra libraries in your environment. Type return for unknown or unavailable locations.
  This script will generate two files env.sh and env.csh.
source env.csh
  to set the environment variables, then compile
make libhtgen 
make libhthistogrammer   (if ROOT is defined) 
make libhtplacet              (if PLACET is defined)
make libhtmerlin             (if MERLIN is defined)

b) if your shell is bash
export CVS_RSH=ssh

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html


Installation, placet-htgen
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cvs -d :pserver:anonymous@isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/htgen checkout htgen
  or at CERN
cvs -d :ext:isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/htgen checkout htgen
  or downloading the tar
  Run the setup script
cd htgen
sh setup.sh
 and give the information request or hit return
source env.sh
  to set the environment variables, then compile
make libhtgen 
make libhthistogrammer   (if ROOT is defined) 
make libhtplacet              (if PLACET is defined)
make libhtmerlin             (if MERLIN is defined)

placet

  You can use htgen in placet for detailed tracking of core + halo.
  For this, you need the hten libraries (libhtgen  and libhtplacet produced as described above) and the source code for placet,
  available from the savannah server ; placet also requires gsl, the Gnu Scientific Library.
  Get the source using anonymous cvs
cvs -d :pserver:anonymous@isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/placet checkout placet-development
  As placet weighs now about 10 MByte, this should still be reasonably fast. As CERN user you can also use
cvs -d :ext:isscvs.cern.ch:/local/reps/placet checkout placet-development
  Now go into the placet directory
cd placet-development
  and run the configuration script
configure --prefix=$PLACET_DIR --enable-htgen --with-htgendir=$HTGEN_DIR --with-clhepdir=$CLHEP_BASE_DIR
make
  This will create the placet executable with the background tracking modules included.
  You should now be ready to run the placet-htgen examples.

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
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HTGEN and PLACET + HTGEN examples

htgen

--------

see the CLIC and ILC files in the config directory which comes with the htgen installation
for htgen standalone runs see the test directory which comes with the htgen installation

Here few particular examples.
Make always sure you have the correct environment variables set  (first time using setup, then just source
env.csh or env.sh depending on your shell, see the installation instructions )

cd $HTGEN_DIR/test ; make TestProcessLinac
  This will produce the executable TestProcessLinac in the $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin directory.
  If your working directory is /tmp/$LOGNAME/, you can run there the test program using
cd /tmp/$LOGNAME/ ; $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin/TestProcessLinac $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par
  where $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par is the input filename with the parameters for this run.

cd $HTGEN_DIR/test ; make TestProcess
  This will produce the executable TestProcess in the $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin directory.
  If your working directory is /tmp/$LOGNAME/, you can run there the test program using
cd /tmp/$LOGNAME/ ; $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin/TestProcess $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par mott
  The program prints cross sections for the mott process and produces a file moot.root file with
histograms
  Using brem rather than mott as second argument will do the equivalent for the Bremsstrahlungs process.
  To display the histograms you can use root like
root
TFile f1("mott.root");
TH1F* htheta1 = 0;
htheta1 = f1.GetObject("electron_theta",htheta1);
htheta1->Draw();

placet+htgen

-----------------

A good starting point for placet+htgen is to checkout or update to the latest distribution versions of htgen
and placet-development
Make sure you installed placet using the --enable-htgen option and you run using the module placet-
htgen
See the directory examples/htgen which comes with the placet distribution
  Go into that directory and type
placet-htgen htgen.bds.tcl
  or go into your favorite work directory, define this in the tcl file using set script_dir and give the full
path to this like
placet-htgen "fullpath"/placet-development/examples/htgen/htgen.bds.tcl

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Examples.html
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HTGEN and PLACET + HTGEN examples

htgen

--------

see the CLIC and ILC files in the config directory which comes with the htgen installation
for htgen standalone runs see the test directory which comes with the htgen installation

Here few particular examples.
Make always sure you have the correct environment variables set  (first time using setup, then just source
env.csh or env.sh depending on your shell, see the installation instructions )

cd $HTGEN_DIR/test ; make TestProcessLinac
  This will produce the executable TestProcessLinac in the $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin directory.
  If your working directory is /tmp/$LOGNAME/, you can run there the test program using
cd /tmp/$LOGNAME/ ; $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin/TestProcessLinac $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par
  where $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par is the input filename with the parameters for this run.

cd $HTGEN_DIR/test ; make TestProcess
  This will produce the executable TestProcess in the $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin directory.
  If your working directory is /tmp/$LOGNAME/, you can run there the test program using
cd /tmp/$LOGNAME/ ; $HTGEN_DIR/test/bin/TestProcess $HTGEN_DIR/config/ILC-LIN.par mott
  The program prints cross sections for the mott process and produces a file moot.root file with
histograms
  Using brem rather than mott as second argument will do the equivalent for the Bremsstrahlungs process.
  To display the histograms you can use root like
root
TFile f1("mott.root");
TH1F* htheta1 = 0;
htheta1 = f1.GetObject("electron_theta",htheta1);
htheta1->Draw();

placet+htgen

-----------------

A good starting point for placet+htgen is to checkout or update to the latest distribution versions of htgen
and placet-development
Make sure you installed placet using the --enable-htgen option and you run using the module placet-
htgen
See the directory examples/htgen which comes with the placet distribution
  Go into that directory and type
placet-htgen htgen.bds.tcl
  or go into your favorite work directory, define this in the tcl file using set script_dir and give the full
path to this like
placet-htgen "fullpath"/placet-development/examples/htgen/htgen.bds.tcl

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
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Frequently Asked Questions

Placet fails with  invalid command name "Vacuum"
Looks like you try to run htgen in a placet module without htgen. Make sure to use placet with htgen, typically called placet-htgen, configured with
--enable-htgen

Starting placet fails with something like "error while loading shared libraries: libgsl.so.0: cannot open shared"
Looks like your current environment is not what is was when you created placet-htgen and libraries changed or are not within your current path. See
where the library is located and make sure it is within your current path, as typically defined using the environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH

How can I get some more output to see what is going on in detail ?
You can set the debug level using the environment variable HTGEN_DEBUG.
In tcsh, you can set for example
setenv HTGEN_DEBUG 16
  before starting placet-htgen.
  and
unsetenv HTGEN_DEBUG
  later to turn the extra info off.

How can I get a list of the commands used for the input parameters and their arguments ?
start the module without any input, for example 
placet-htgen
  you should see now something like
*******
**  PLACET Version No 0.94
*******
which shows that the program started followed by the prompt %.
  Just type Help after the prompt:
% Help
  this will give you a list of all input parameters.
  To get the details of one command, for example for Vacuum, type
% Vacuum -help
At the end type exit to stop the program.

http://hbu.home.cern.ch/hbu/htgen/Installation.html
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htgen/

Click on a directory to enter that directory. Click on a file to display its revision history and to get a chance to display diffs between revisions.

Current directory: [htgen - Halo and Tail Generation] / htgen

File Rev. Age Author Last log entry

 Parent Directory     

 CVSROOT/     

 config/     

 doc/     

 include/     

 lib/     

 obj/     

 src/     

 test/     

 Makefile 1.17 37 hours hbu 1/1-cos fix and major cleanup

 README 1.3 11 days hbu remove system dependent libraries

 setup.sh 1.8 11 days hbu remove system dependent libraries

Show only files with tag: All tags / default branch  Module path or alias: htgen/  Go



placet-htgen
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running placet with htgen is already now rather straightforward, just run
placet-htgen  inputfile

where an example of the inputfile examples/htgen/htgen.bds.tcl is distributed with the code

has few htgen specific commands, put typically at the end of the placet input :

Vacuum -nel 637 -iel 2 -temperature 300 -thetamin 0.1 -gas { { 7. 14. 50. } }
    defines the restgas in the 2nd of the 637 CLIC elements, Nitrogen Z=7 A=14 at 300 Kelvin and 50 nTorr, 
θmin = 0.1 μrad as minimum elastic scattering angle

Material -X0 0.35 -nel 637 -iel 530
    defines element 530 as a spoiler with 0.35 radiation length thickness

TrackBackground -beam beam0 -dir DirName -charge $charge -start 0 -fulltracking 1
   starts the halo tracking ;  with -fulltracking 1 dumps halo at every element in a file



Status and plans
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HTGEN provides the main standard tail production processes and has been 
used to obtain estimates and detailed tracking results for CLIC and ILC, ATF
   ( by the authors of the code )

Focus is currently on improved interface and documentation to make HTGEN 
easily usable as standard tool   and standard option in PLACET used for CLIC

Planned improvements and extensions :
provide an online manual -- chapter in placet-manual
simplify HTGEN commands and provide control and diagnostics output
implement further halo production mechanisms
keep up to date running CLIC and ILC examples with the code distribution
reduce dependence on external libs  (CLHEP, GS in case of placet)
cleaner interface with placet -- less globals and copying of structures
update to recent synchrotron radiation code

Tests and benchmarking : measurements (ATF, CTF3) and with other codes --
Geant4, BDSIM,  ...

Feedback and suggestions from users needed   -->   next talk
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Compton Scattering on Thermal Photons 
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Was important for beam halo in LEP and the dominant single beam lifetime.
Practically negligible for CLIC.
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1 Introduction

Scattering of photons on electrons is well known as Compton effect. The special case

of scattering of beam particles on thermal photons, radiated off the beam pipe walls,

has been observed in LEP and found to be in agreement with theoretical predictions

[?]. The quality of the vacuum in LEP is such ( < 10!10 Torr ), that Compton scat-

tering on thermal photons constitutes the dominant contribution to the single beam

lifetime at high energies [?]. Due to the high Lorentz-factor at LEP (! of order 105),

scattering angles are rather negligible. The energy loss on the electron instead has

major consequences. Electrons (and positrons) with 1-2 % energy loss can travel over

large distances in LEP. The energy loss in regions with high dispersion generates large

betatron oscillations with amplitudes in the order of centimeter. Some fraction of this

particles will hit collimators close to the experiments and generate visible background.

A Monte Carlo program has been written to simulate the process in detail.

2 Thermal Photon Spectrum

The spectrum (number of photons with frequency " to " + d" in the Volume V) is
given by the Planck formula:

dn =
8#V

c3

"2 d"

eh!/kT ! 1

Substituting x = h"/kT and integrating over the whole spectrum we obtain the photon
density $" = n / V

$" = 8#

!

kT

hc

"3

·
#

"

0

x2

ex ! 1
dx

The integral can be expressed using the Riemann-%-function :

#

"

0

x2

ex ! 1
dx = 2 &(3) " 2.404114

In 1992, temperature measurements performed at dipoles gave an average value of

about T = 24#C = 295.15 K. The density of photons is $" = 5.329 · 1014m!3

and the average photon energy about 2.7 · kT " 0.0692 eV . Using the Thomson cross
section 'T = 8#

3
r2
e = 0.6652 barn and the electron charge e, we find for the rate of

collisions with thermal photons in LEP (per second, meter, mA of beam current) :

1

l · i
·
dn

dt
= $" ·

'T

e
= 221.0 / (s m mA)

This number is used as normalization in the Monte Carlo generation. The exact rate

for the Compton cross section is a few percent lower. It is determined in the Monte

Carlo generation process by comparing the Compton and Thomson cross-section.
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P =  1.9×10-14/m   at 24°C,       5.3×10-11   for full BDS, > 2% energy loss 
roughly 10x more or 5×10-10 for LINAC+BDS    or ~ 600 electrons lost / 
train.

5.32×1014/m3

at room temp.


